A new access scheme in integrated wireless networks which is based on virtual partition of channels among voice and data calls is proposed. In this scheme a voice call occupies a free channel in its own zone and if there is no available channel in the given zone a handover voice call searches for an idle channel in another zone. A threshold for number of handover voice calls in zone of channels for data calls is defined. To determine the access scheme of new data calls a state-dependent threshold based rule is introduced. An effective method to calculate the QoS metrics of the defined access scheme is developed. Some sample results illustrating the numerical experiments are collected and analyzed.
Introduction
In the last few decades the teletraffic theory has become a very important and effective scientific discipline representing a set of probabilistic methods to solve problems of designing and optimization of telecommunication systems. Information technology solutions require analytical, numerical, approximate, simulation and hybrid techniques. The current state of mathematical theory of the teletraffic problems has been collected in a detailed review [1] . That paper and other ones justify that performance evaluation of wireless networks plays a central role, see for example [2] , [4] , [5] , [8] , [13] . Developing effective methods to calculate QoS metrics of integrated cellular networks under various Call Admission Control (CAC) schemes are important, see [10] , [12] .
Main goals of any CAC when determining the rules is to use the scarce resources (frequencies, time slots, codes and their combinations). These rules are necessary to prevent (or minimization) the conflict situations due to employment of specified resources as well as to satisfy the desired QoS level for heterogeneous calls.
In an integrated cellular network calls of real-times (e.g. voice calls) and nonreal times (e.g. data calls) are distinguished. In such networks either CAC based on guard channels scheme or CAC based on cut-off scheme are used. In both schemes all channels are available for calls of any type.
To reduce the possibility of conflict situations the schemes which are based on the partition of pool of channels between heterogeneous calls are more useful. Literature review shows that models of integrated cellular networks with such kind of access schemes are insufficiently investigated.
Note that fixed (rigid or isolated) partition of channels is not effective one as noted by [6] and thus other schemes are required. It should be underlined that non-isolated schemes of partition of channels in networks with single traffic (a network of the second generation) have been offered in [9] and in Chapter 1 of the book [11] (pp. 18 and 19). The main contribution is that in these schemes the partition of channels is not rigid, i.e. the scheme of virtual partition of channels (Virtual Partitioning, VP) is suggested.
In the present paper a multi-parametric VP-scheme for partition of channels in integrated cellular networks is proposed. Exact formulas to calculate QoS metrics of such CAC scheme are developed. Figures generated by results of several sample numerical experiments are shown and analyzed.
VP-scheme of Partition
A base station of integrated cellular network contains of N > 1 radio channels. These channels are divided into two parts: a number of N v channels is assigned for voice calls only and the remaining N vd = N − N v channels are used by both voice and data calls. In other words, the pool of channels is divided into individual zone with N v channels (for voice calls only) and common one with N vd channels (both for voice and data calls).
Virtual partition means the following: on termination of processing of the v-call in a v-zone, the released channel is transferred into the vd-zone if there is a v-call in that zone and simultaneously the channel in a vd-zone which process a v-call, is transferred into the v-zone.
In this network four types of Poisson-type arrival traffics, i.e. new (ov-calls) and handover voice calls (hv-calls), furthermore new (od-calls) and handover data calls (hd-calls) are assumed. Intensity of x-calls is λ x , x ∈ {ov, hv, od, hd}, respectively.
Distribution function of channel holding time for both kind of calls is supposed to be exponential the mean for voice calls (new or handover) is 1/μ v , and the corresponding parameter for data calls (new or handover) is 1/μ d . Identity of channel holding times for new and handover calls of both types is explained by the memoryless property of the exponential distribution.
Access of v-calls is specified by the following rules:
-If upon arrival an ov-call, there is free channel in v-zone, then it is accepted; otherwise, it is rejected.
-If upon arrival an hv-call, there is free channel in v-zone, then it is accepted; otherwise, free channel is searched in vd-zone. The primary goal of our investigation is to find the main QoS metrics of this system, namely, the loss probabilities of calls for each type.
Method to Solve the Problem
The state of a cell is described by a two-dimensional vector n = (n d , n v ) where n d and n v denote the total number of data calls and voice calls, respectively. Then the state space of the corresponding two-dimensional Markov chain (2-D MC) is defined as follows:
According to the introduced access scheme, non-negative elements of generating matrix (Q-matrix) are determined from the following relationships:
where
It is easy to show that given finite 2-D is irreducible, so in this chain equilibrium regime exists. Let p(n) denote the stationary probability of state n ∈ S.
The above-mentioned QoS metrics are determined as appropriate marginal distributions of the defined 2-D MC.
Let P x be the loss probability of x-calls, x ∈ {hv, ov, hd, od}. Taking into account described above rules for accepting of heterogeneous calls and by using PASTA-theorem [14] we obtain the following formulas to calculate the QoS metrics of the network: 
Case R od > N vd − R hv :
In both formulas as usual p(0, 0) is determined by the normalizing condition.
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Proof of this fact is based on Kolmogorov's theorem about reversibility of 2-D MC, see for example [7] . Indeed, it is easily shown that there is no circulation between states n,n+ e 1 ,n+ e 2 ,n+ e 1 + e 2 of the state diagram of the underlying 2-D MC. Indeed, in both cases R od ≤ N vd −R hv and R od > N vd −R hv circulation flow among the indicated four states in both directions (clockwise and counter clockwise) is equals
In other words, system of local balance equations (SLBE) is fulfilled, i.e. there is a general solution of the SLBE for state probabilities. Thus by choosing the path (0, 0), (1, 0) , , (i, 0), (i, 1), , (i, j) from state (0, 0) to state (i, j) we find that multiplicative solution (7) (or (8)) is hold. Note that in this proof scheme it is required take into account four cases in formulas (7) and (8) which are indicated in the right sides of the indicated formulas. Now we are ready to obtain the respective loss probabilities in the following explicit formulas
Numerical Results
The developed above explicit formulas allow us to investigate behavior of QoS metrics of the proposed partition scheme over any range of change of values of loading parameters of heterogeneous calls and number of channels. First of all, here it is assumed that allocation of entire pool of channels between zones is fixed and only regulated parameters are R hv and R od . It is clear that the increase in value of one of the parameters R hv and R od (in an admissible area) favorably influences the QoS metric of calls of the corresponding type only. The initial data for total number of channels and loading parameters of heterogeneous calls are as in [3] , i.e. Consider the results of numerical experiments for the model with VP-scheme for partition of channels. In Fig. 1 the dependency of QoS metrics on the parameter R hv is shown. It is seen from Fig. 1 that function P hv decreases in small values of parameter R hv with high speed, thereafter it becomes almost constant; function P ov increases with insignificant speed in small values of indicated parameter, thereafter it becomes almost constant also. Almost constants are both functions P od and P hd versus R hv (see Fig. 2 ). Such behavior of functions P od and P hd is explained via small intensity of handover voice calls.
Dependency of QoS metrics on the parameter R od are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Here both functions P ov and P hv increases with insignificant speed in small values of indicated parameter, thereafter it becomes almost constant (see Fig. 3 ). However, function P od decreases with significant speed versus R od while function P hd is almost constant one (see Fig. 4 ). It should be noted that as these numerical results show that all QoS metrics have monotony property. These facts allow us to develop the algorithms to find the set of effective values in order to satisfy the given QoS level. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a virtual scheme to partition of entire pool of channels of isolated cell in integrated wireless networks was proposed. In accordance to this scheme all channels are virtually distributed between voice and data calls and there are limits to the number of handover voice calls and new data calls in zone of channels for data calls. The indicated limits are state-dependent parameters.
Explicit formulas to calculate loss probabilities of the network under given partition scheme were developed. The obtained formulas allow us to solve the problems related to satisfy desired QoS level of heterogeneous calls. These problems are subject of future research.
